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Abstract

Introduction

This paper reviews the capabilities of multichannel
Raman microprobing instruments with emphasis on some
major innovative progress recently proposed which looks
promising for the development of new fields of application.
This new progress includes: confocal Raman
microanalysis that provides better spatial resolution and
background rejection, confocal Raman mapping that revitalizes the field of Raman imaging pioneered by us 20
years ago, the coupling of molecular Raman microanalysis to elemental electron microprobe, and final Iy, Raman
spectroscopy with near-infrared excitation which permits
avoiding the fluorescence limitation of visible Raman
spectroscopy.

Raman spectroscopy offers an attractive approach to
complementing other existing micro-analytical methods
by providing accurate data for the characterisation of
molecular structure. Based on the molecular scattering
of light, the Raman effect exhibits characteristic frequency shifts which are directly related to the exchange of
energy between incident photons and molecular vibrations or phonons in crystalline lattices.
Every polyatomic species, molecule, ion, crystal,
possesses a Raman spectrum with distinct features, valuable as a molecular "fingerprint" to perform a non-ambiguous identification. The theoretical prediction of the
Raman "activity" of a given molecular or crystal vibrational mode simply involves symmetry considerations
using the results of group theory. Moreover, complete
assignments, calculations of force fields and intensities
have been performed for a large number of model molecules.
The most obvious weakness of this method is due to
the extremely low cross-sections of Raman scattering
(typically 10-30 cm 2 -str-1) which severely limits its
sensitivity and applicability.
Following the general law of light scattering, the
intensity is assumed to be proportional to the fourth
power of the frequency, so that the Raman spectra are
commonly observed in the spectral "window" extending
from the near-ultraviolet through the visible and to the
near-infrared (NIR) region, where most compounds are
at least partially transparent.
However, a dramatic
enhancement (ofup to 106 ) of the intensity of the Raman
signal, occurs when the excitation radiation is chosen so
as to coincide with an electronic absorption band of the
sample molecule. These "resonance" or "preresonance"
effects can be a crucial advantage when high sensitivity
and specificity are of concern.
Prior to the discovery of the laser as an excitation
source, a Raman experiment was time consuming and
required a large amount of pure substance so that its
utility was confined to academic research on molecular
structure.
The development of high intensity, monochromatic
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laser sources and, more recently, the dramatic advances
of optical spectral analysers coupled to multichannel
photodetector arrays have resulted in a major evolution
of Raman instrumentation. Detection limits have decreased down to the subpicogram range, which now
make possible the detection and localization of micrometer-sized samples.
It is worth noting that, by virtue of its physical
principle, Raman spectroscopy offers specific advantages
which can make it especially attractive for analytical
purposes and potentially competitive with other methods:
•Essentially non-destructive and chemically specific,
•Study of a variety of samples without any preparation: gases, liquids, solutions, crystalline or amorphous
solids, interfaces, ... ,
•Easily compatible with variable temperature, high
pressure,
•Unlimited access to specimen immersed in a liquid
or embedded in a transparent matrix,
•Immunity to a gas atmosphere,
•No matrix effects in a mixture, but sensitive to
molecular interactions,
•Linear proportionality of signal intensity as a function of concentration,
•Wavelength dependence of the resonance enhancement, useful for selective detection of certain components in a mixture,
•Significant complement to the various techniques
of optical microscopy, conventional or confocal, since
the spatial resolution is governed by the wavelength of
excitation.
The purpose of this paper is to describe and illustrate the capabilities of modem Raman microprobing
instrumentation with emphasis on some major innovative
advances which look very promising to open new areas
of applications: confocal Raman microscopy,. Raman
imaging, coupling to an electron microprobe, near·
infrared Raman spectroscopy.

laboratory instruments (Delhaye and Dhamelincourt,
1975; Rosasco et al., 1975) and the introduction of
commercial Raman microprobes, Raman microanalysis
has rapidly become a powerful tool for the
characterisation and identification of molecular species
at the microscopic level (Rosasco, 1980). Moreover,
the information available from a Raman microprobe
measurement complements the elemental information
obtained from other microprobes.
However, the limitation of the earlier instrumentation lies in the high irradiance due to the sharp focusing
of the laser beam, which may cause sample degradation
during the long scanning period required to record
sequentially the whole Raman spectrum with a singlechannel instrument.

Multichannel technique
Great progress has been made with the development
of multichannel instruments which differ from previous
Raman microprobes in that they permit the simultaneous
recording of a broad Raman spectral region. They
employ multichannel detection, such as with intensified
linear photodiode array detectors (Del ha ye et al., 1982),
and, more recently, two-dimensional charge coupled device (CCD) detectors which undoubtedly improve significantly the signal-to-noise ratio and shorten the recording
time, thus leading to reduced sample damage problems.
Typical data acquisition times ranging from a few
seconds up to a few minutes are now common for multichannel nondestructive analysis of single microscopic
particles down to 1 1,tmin size or an equivalently small
sample region for which the laser power density is a
limiting factor.
When analyzing very small objects by Raman spectroscopy, the contribution to the Raman signal due to the
material surrounding the region of interest (matrix, substrate, ... ) becomes an important problem because this
contribution can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio and
thereby impair the detection of weak signals.
The application of the confocal technique can greatly
improve the separation of the signal, due to the sample
volume from the signal originating from the surrounding
host.

Principle of the Micro-Raman Technique
Raman spectroscopy benefits from the development
of laser sources which are ideally suited to extend its
application to the domain of microanalysis:
•Both Raman excitation and the observation of
spectra are made in the visible or near-ultraviolet range
where high-quality optical components and detectors are
available.
•Routinely available aberration-free microscope objectives which exhibit diffraction-limited resolving power
can limit the measured sample volume to a microscopic
region.
Following the development of experimental

Confocal Raman Microprobing
Principle of confocal microscopy

In the conventional optical microscope, the whole
field of view is illuminated and imaged so that no spatial
resolution along the optical-axis can be attained because
the light is equally collected from each plane in the
sample.
On the other hand, in the confocal microscope, a
small spot of light is focused onto the sample and
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optically conjugated to a pinhole aperture located in the
enlarged image plane of the microscope objective (Figure 1). The intensity of the light transmitted or reflected
by the small region of the specimen in coincidence with
the observed spot is measured by a photodetector. A
raster XY scan combined with digital data treatment
enables a re-construction of the microscopic image.
By comparison with conventional microscopy, the
confocal system, consisting of optical conjugation of spot
illumination with spatial filtering, offers specific advantages (Wilson and Sheppard, 1984; Wilson, 1990): (a)
dramatic improvement of the depth contrast and axial
resolution which enables optical sectioning of the specimen; and (b) improved lateral resolution.

Light
Detector

Spatial
FIiter #2

Spatial
Filter #1

Confocal Raman microanalysis
The application of the confocal principle to Raman
microprobing requires a careful optimization of laser
beam focusing and spatial filtering of the scattered radiation in order to avoid any loss of the inherently weak
signal from the sample.
The size of the Raman source is determined by the
shape of the laser beam directed at the sample. The optimal laser illumination consists of a diffraction-limited
spot obtained by focusing a perfectly monomode
Gaussian beam by means of high-aperture aberrationfree microscope objective. Although most lasers generally deliver TEM 00 beams, small defects in the optical
elements used to bring the laser to the sample, and dust
particles in air, can add some noise to the ideal Gaussian
profile. When the laser beam is focused by a lens, this
noise will appear as annuli and speckle noise surrounding the ideal Gaussian spot. Spatial filtering in the
image plane provides a convenient way to block the unwanted noise annuli while transmitting most of the energy so that the filtered beam is very close to the ideal
profile.
Considerable effort has been made by DILOR to utilize the decisive advantages of the confocal system and
to offer a commercial instrument which realizes, in a
stable and accurate optical configuration, the optimized
conditions to perform a precise three-dimensional localization and mapping of the sub-micrometer zone analyzed
by Raman scattering. Unique capabilities allow the user
to select the desired depth of focus by a continuously
variable spatial filter (adjustable between 1 mm and 70
µm) and to monitor all critical adjustments by means of
CCD microcameras. This results in an efficient rejection of stray light, luminescence, or unwanted Raman
spectrum from the out-of-focus sample regions especially
appreciated when small inclusions or defects are to be
analyzed "in-situ" in a transparent matrix.
The improved depth resolution of confocal Raman
microanalysis is illustrated in Figure 2 with the study of

Microscope
Objective

Sample
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a reflected light confocal microscope.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the improved depth resolution
of the confocal Raman microprobe (inclusion inside a
ruby matrix). Microscope objective: ULWD Olympus
50x, N.A.: 0.65; Laser line: 514.5 nm; power: 340
mW; Liquid-N 2 cooled CCD detector; integration time:
200 s.
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a small solid inclusion inside a ruby matrix (Al 20 3
doped with chromium Cr+++ ions), performed with a
DILOR XY Confocal Raman microprobe. The inclusion
(100 µm in size) is located about 100 µm below the
surface of a Birman ruby so that the laser beam has to
traverse a large amount of matrix before reaching the
inclusion. Then, with either a conventional microprobe,
or using a large confocal aperture with the confocal
microprobe, the Raman spectrum of the ruby host and of
the inclusion are recorded simultaneously as shown in
Figure 2A. This spectrum is obtained with a 50x long
working distance objective and a 1 mm diameter confocal pinhole in the image plane of the microscope. In
this spectrum, lines "b" and "c", at about 420 and 380
cm- 1, respectively, indicate the frequency position of
bands of the ruby host. Lines "a", "d", "e", "f", "g"
and "h", at about 480, 460, 220, 150, 260, 190 cm- 1,
respectively, correspond to the analytical bands of the
inclusion material (not yet identified). By closing the
confocal aperture down to 100 µm, the axial discrimination is improved (Figure 2B). Thus, the lines "b" and
"c" of the host ruby are removed by spatial filtering
whereas bands of the inclusion are only slightly
attenuated.
Figure 3 illustrates the lateral resolution of the same
confocal Raman microprobe. Synthetic diamond particles obtained by the CVD process can exhibit residual
traces of carbon material located at the contact points of
aggregated crystallites.
As demonstrated in Figure 3, confocal Raman
analysis can localize the carbon material very precisely
(the Raman line at 1550 cm- 1 is used to characterize the
carbon material while the line at about 1330 cm- 1 is the
Raman line of diamond). For particles 3 µm in size, the
presence of carbon is only revealed when the laser beam
is exactly focused at the particle contact zone (Figure
3a). For a distance one micron away from this position,
there is no carbon detected in the spectrum (Figure 3c).
Confocal Raman microanalysis also has found many
applications in the study of biological materials (Puppets
et al., 1990) and thin polymer samples (Tabaksblat et
al., 1992).
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Figure 3. Illustration of the lateral resolution of the
confocal Raman microprobe in the analysis of diamond
crystals.
Confocal aperture: 0.8 µm at the sample;
integration time: 2 s; laser power: 20 mW.
is produced which indicates the distribution of this
component throughout the analyzed area. The distribution of each of the components of the sample can be
imaged by tuning the monochromator/spectrograph to a
Raman line characteristic of that component.
As early as 1975, three basic methods of laser
illumination and detector configuration had been proposed to perform Raman mapping at the microscopic
level (Delhaye and Dhamelincourt, 1975)): global, point
and line illumination.

Global illumination.

Raman Imaging

A large area of the sample (corresponding to the
field of view of the microscope objective) is illuminated
by the laser radiation. A filter (grating monochromator
or optical filter), tuned to a characteristic Raman shift of
one component, isolates a monochromatic enlarged image of the sample which is projected onto a two-dimensional multichannel detector such as a CCD detector
(Figure 4). The intensity distribution is then displayed
on a monitor.
This setup corresponds to the first
method of Raman mapping introduced by our laboratory

Raman mapping, with a spatial resolution close to
the diffraction limit, can reveal the distribution of
chemical species in a heterogeneous sample. This technique is based on the capability of Raman spectroscopy
to provide an unambiguous characterization of any polyatomic species present in the sample by isolating in the
vibrational spectrum one or several specific spectral
bands. By selecting a frequency characteristic of one
specific component in the sample, a micrographic image
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in the seventies and which was adopted in the Raman
MOLE (molecular optical laser examiner) microprobe.
The Raman microscope has the same lateral and axial
resolution as the conventional optical microscope and
therefore the same limitation concerning the lack of the
confocal advantage.
The image of the back aperture of the microscope
objective is optically conjugated to the slits of the
monochromator.
Due to this optical configuration, the
conservation of the resolving power of the microscope
implies widely opened monochromator slits in order to
transmit all the signal from the whole pupil. This situation leads to low spectral resolution and poor stray light
rejection that, combined with a lack of sensitivity, have
limited the applications of this type of Raman microscope.
However, the recent development of cooled CCD
detectors with high quantum efficiency and extremely
low noise, as well as the introduction of high-quality
optical filters, now make possible significant improvements to Raman microscopy (Batchelder er al., 1992;
Treado et al., 1992).

As a consequence, narrow slit widths can be employed
so that all the properties of the spectrometer (spectral
resolution and stray light rejection) are maintained.
Furthermore, this configuration is fully compatible with
confocal microscopy.
The time required to map out a sample using
photomultiplier (PM) detection can be prohibitive, but
the point-by-point analysis can profit from the multiplex
advantage of linear or two-dimensional array detectors
to shorten the acquisition time significantly (Gardiner et
al., 1988).

Line illumination
The laser beam can be deflected before entering the
microscope objective through the use of a scanning mirror to produce a scanned line focus on the sample. The
scattered light from this line is then projected on the
entrance slit of a stigmatic spectrometer (Figure 5). An
alternative method to obtain line illumination consists of
using cylindrical optics to transform the circular section
of the laser beam into a rectangular one. Combined
with the use of a two-dimensional multichannel detector
(CCD for instance), this technique can offer a further
approach to point-by-point analysis. The linear illumination technique allows a better use of two-dimensional array detectors since both spectral and spatial information
are recorded simultaneously: data parallel to the entrance
slit are related to the species location within the illuminated line on the sample, and data perpendicular to the
slit are related to spectral information.
The linear intensity distribution (line profile) at
many Raman frequencies can be collected at the same

Point illumination
In this approach, a diffraction-limited region of the
sample is illuminated by a sharply focused laser beam,
and a complete set of Raman data is collected for each
point in a raster scan. The basic equipment requires
only a classical Raman microprobe (which can be
equipped with a confocal attachment). Spatial information is obtained by moving the sample stepwise in the
XY plane, while spectra are acquired sequentially and
stored for subsequent intensity-profile or 2D image reconstruction.
The monochromator slit width has to match the
image of the laser spot focused on the sample, whilst the
entrance aperture of the monochromator must be optically conjugated to the microscope objective back aperture.

Figure 5. Line illumination Raman microprobe.

Figure 4. Raman microscope with global illumination.
CONCAVEGRATING Ill! Ill!
IHCIDfHT
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time, and Raman images at given wave numbers can be
built up from these profiles by moving the sample
stepwise perpendicularly to the focus line (Veirs et al.,
1987; Bowden et al., 1990).
Unlike the point illumination technique, line analysis
does not take full advantage of the confocal arrangement
because the spatial filtering is only possible in one direction perpendicular to the line illumination. Spectral resolution is maintained, but the stray light rejection, which
is inversely proportional to the slit area, will be poorer
than with point illumination.

CONCAVEGRATING

Confocal line illumination technique
We have recently designed and patented a special
optical device based on line illumination that preserves
all the advantages of confocal microscopy (Delhaye et
al., 1992).
Unlike the "regular" · line illumination technique
described in the previous section, the confocal technique
requires two beam scanning deflectors (Barbillat et al.,
1992).
The first one deflects the laser beam before it enters
the microscope objective and produces a narrow line
onto the sample (Figure 6). The Raman radiation emanating from this line is collected and transmitted toward
the spectrometer by means of the same optical elements
(microscope objective and scanning mirror) and through
a beamsplitter which separates the scattered light from
· the incident beam. As a consequence, whatever the position of the laser beam on the sample, an enlarged
image of the laser spot can be transferred to an adjustable pinhole located in the image plane of the microscope objective and acting as a confocal aperture.
The second scanning mirror (necessarily in phase
with the first one) deflects again the scattered light
passing through the pinhole so that each point of the
sample illuminated by the laser beam is optically conjugated to a point on the spectrograph entrance slit. A
two-dimensional multichannel detector (CCD, for example), in the focal plane of the stigmatic spectrometer,
collects simultaneously as many Raman intensity profiles
as the number of pixels in the CCD along the direction
of spectral dispersion. Raman images can be obtained
by moving the microscope stage step by step while
acquiring and storing, for each step, a complete set of
spectral and spatial data.
Besides the general advantages of the confocal configuration, this system has an additional key feature
which consists of a continuously adjustable built-in-zoom
which results from the possible choice of different displacement amplitudes for the two scanning mirrors. The
"zoom" performance can be characterized by the "spread
factor", defined as the ratio of the number of illuminated
pixels of the CCD (along the slit direction) over the

Figure 6.
technique.

Principle

of confocal line illumination

length (expressed in µm) of the laser line on the sample.
A low spread factor can be used for a survey examination of the sample while a larger value will be preferred
for a more detailed mapping of a small region within the
sample.
As the displacement amplitude of the two scanning
mirrors can be adjusted independently of each other,
several modes of operation are available and therefore
add more flexibility to this system: (a) fixed mirrors
enable the system to work like a conventional confocal
Raman microprobe; and (b) using only one scanning
mirror to deflect the laser beam onto the sample can
help prevent potential sample degradation when studying
homogeneous samples.
These improvements lead to a completely versatile
and powerful confocal laser Raman system which provides the spectroscopist with the most efficient technique
to benefit from the confocal techniques for both Raman
microprobing and Raman mapping.
Figure 7 shows Raman profiles obtained by this
method from a silicon test target by tuning the spectrometer to the Raman line of silicon at 520 cm- 1. The
test pattern consists of several sets of grooves with a line
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spacing ranging from 1.5 µm down to 0. 7 µm. Three
profiles were taken by scanning the laser beam perpendicularly to the grooves along a line whose length is
varied from 50 µm to 15 µm. After passing through the
confocal pinhole the signal is spread by the second deflector onto the entrance slit and covers, for each profile, the same number of pixels (300) on the CCD detector. This means the spread factor changes from one
profile to the other (from 6 to 20 pixels/ µm) so that the
observation of the smallest line spacing (0. 7 µm) 1s
made easier.

In another application, Raman images of crystals of
synthetic diamond are presented in Figure 8. They were
recorded by selecting the Raman line of diamond at
about 1330 cm- 1• Figure 8a obtained with a low spread
factor (6 pixels/µm) exhibits the raw data as provided by
the detection system, while Figure 8b displays the image
after the digital smoothing process. Figures 8c and 8d
correspond to the raw data and smoothed images, respectively, for a higher spread factor (20 pixels/ µm).
Raman images can also be obtained using the
Hadamard transform technique. The latest developments
of this method involve Hadamard spatial multiplexing in
one direction combined with two-dimensional CCD
detection which provides both spectral multiplexing and
:;patial resolution along the second direction (Liu et al.,
1991).

Figure 7. Raman intensity profiles on a silicon test pattern with various spread factors. Microscope objective
lO0x, N.A.: 0.95; pinhole diameter: 70 µm.
SILICONTESTPATTERN

Coupling to an Electron Microprobe
E-0~

The elemental analysis provided by the electron
microprobe can be advantageously supplemented by the
knowledge of the physical and/or molecular form of the
sample at the probe point. This is now possible with
the combined electron probe/Raman probe recently
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Figure 8.
Raman images of synthetic diamond
microcrystals. Laser power: 100 mW; acquisition time:
350 s.
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developed for simultaneous X-ray and Raman analysis
(Truchet et al., 1992). For this purpose a new high-aperture objective made of an ellipsoidal mirror, associated
with a plane mirror at the first focus, has been designed
(Delhaye and Truchet, 1988). It allows a numerical aperture of 0.99 (in air or vacuum) and a total achromaticity from the ultraviolet to the JR.
The Raman microprobing system is permanently installed in the column of a CAMECA electron microprobe so as to insure that both the detection of elementary composition and the molecular vibrational analysis
originate from the same micrometer-sized region of the
specimen. Optical fibres are used to bring the laser
beam into the system and to send the scattered light onto
the entrance slit of a multichannel DJLOR spectrometer.
At the micrometric scale, the optical microscope is
used to localize the area of interest and for Raman analysis, while the electron column simply generates the
electron probe. At the sub-micrometric scale, the photon microscope is used only for Raman analysis, and the
localization of the point to be analysed is obtained by
electron imaging.
For a "bulk" sample, the Raman excited volume is
approximately a few cubic micrometers (lo- 11 g) whereas for an ultrathin section it comes down to 10-2 cubic
14
micrometers
g).
The use of the combined electron/Raman probe can
lead, for example, to a more complete characterization
of the nature of small concretions (2 to 10 J-Lm)observed
in biological tissues.
Invertebrate animals often
accumulate organic and/or mineral components in intraor extracellular concretions called spherocrystals. These
bioaccumulation products result from the degradation of
nucleic acids and proteins and consist of various mixtures of uric acid and urates with guanine and xanthine.
The example shown in Figure 9 illustrates the analysis
of such an organic concretion (5 J,Lm in diameter) observed in a thin histological section of the fat body of an
insect (Blatella germanica). The electron microprobe
detects a significant amount of potassium and sodium.
In the Raman spectrum of the same region, the strongest
line, at about 630 cm- 1, corresponds to the purine heterocycle. The line at 1639 cm- 1 is characteristic of uric
acid and the lines at 1414 cm- 1 and 1482 cm- 1 reveal Na
and K urates. In addition, broad bands of disordered
graphite arise from the carbon film deposited on the
terphane substrate for sample preparation.
Surface coatings, oxidation points or corrosion
products can also be analyzed with the dual electron/
Raman microprobe. For instance, after surface treatment of a steel sheet, the electron probe reveals S, Fe
and Pb. The Raman spectrum obtained at the same
location consists of the characteristics bands of PbS0 4 at
978, 451 and 439 cm- 1 (Figure 10).

NIR Raman Spectroscopy
The recent development of Fourier transform Raman
(FT-Raman) spectrometers coupled to NIR laser sources
represents a significant advance in overcoming the difficulties associated with the analysis of fluorescent samples when using visible excitation (Hirschfeld and Chase,
1986; Hendra et al., 1991). However, the most important factor in the elimination of the fluorescence background is the use of NIR excitation so that the recording
of fluorescence-free Raman spectra is not limited entirely to the use of FT instrumentation.
Recent works have demonstrated that the dispersive
monochromator-scanning technique may be competitive
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Figure 9. Example of combined Raman and X-ray electron microprobing: Raman spectrum of a 5 J,Lm concretion of purinic wastes in a 7 J-Lmthick histological section of the fat body of an insect (Blatella germanica).
Laser: 514.5 nm; power at the sample: 1 mW; acquisition time: 16 x 30 s.
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Figure 10. Micro-Raman spectrum of PbS0 4 recorded
at the surface of a steel sheet with simultaneous electron
probing for X-ray microanalysis. Laser: 514.5 nm.
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with FT-Raman and can even offer superior performances in the low-frequency region for the detection of
small Raman shifts (Porterfield and Campion, 1988;
Barbillat and Chapput, 1990; Engert et al., 1991).
However, the dispersive scanning technique is often not
successful for the study of micrometer-sized samples due
to potential sample damage arising from long exposure
to the laser beam.
We have shown that multichannel detection can help
in obtaining fluorescence-free Raman spectra of microscopic samples (Barbillat et al., 1991). For this purpose, we have realized, in collaboration with DILOR,
specific instruments especially designed to be used with
the recently introduced multichannel detectors that have
spectral response extending into the red (silicon CCDs)
and the NIR beyond 1 µm (germanium and indium gallium arsenide linear photodiode array detectors) and that
offer the same multiplex advantage as do FT spectrometers.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate solid-state micro-Raman
spectra of the dye rhodamine 6G and of 7-methoxy flavone, respectively, obtained with NIR excitation at
1.064 µm and a 256-element germanium multiplexed detector (EG&G JUDSON, Montgomeryville, PA, USA).
Each of the two spectra consists of two recordings (i.e.,
two spectral ranges) because the spectral coverage of our
test spectrograph is not sufficient to detect simultaneously the whole spectrum.
These spectra demonstrate the complete elimination
of fluorescence which is very intense with visible excitation (488 and 514.5 nm). They are comparable with
those obtained on larger samples by FT Raman spectroscopy.
We did not observe any sample heating in the measurement of these samples. Heating problems can result
from the absorption of the NIR exciting radiation.
Thus, thermal emission or sample degradation may occur with samples that absorb the incident radiation. This
is particularly true with FT-Raman spectrometers when
using high power laser excitation. Thus, increased
background, due to thermal emission from heated samples, can completely mask the Raman spectrum.
On the contrary, microprobe measurements require
lower incident power for the analysis of single parti'cles
deposited on a substrate that, generally, provides effective heat sink. Thus, the heating problem can be significantly reduced since the heat, that builds up in the sample, is rapidly transferred to the substrate.
These initial results suggest that NIR multichannel
detection may offer the same level of analytical capabilities as its visible counterpart (Chase and Talmi, 1991)
including microanalysis and access to the low-frequency
region (Barbillat et al., 1993J. The further extension to
confocal analysis will be available as soon as the

performance of NIR detectors is improved sufficiently.

Physical Limits and Actual Performances of
Raman Microprobing
A modem Raman microprobe, specifically designed
on the principles outlined above, entirely fulfills the
requirements for molecular identification and spatial
localization of small particles or micrometric sampling
areas of a variety of specimens.
The amount of substance needed to generate Raman
spectra in a reasonable measurement time (typically 10
to 100 minutes) is routinely as low as picograms (lo- 12
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Figure 11. NIR multichannel micro-Raman spectrum of
the dye rhodamine 6G (256 element Ge multiplexed detector). Laser: 1.064 µm; power at the sample: 30 mW;
integration time: 20 s; resolution: 6 cm- 1.
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Figure 12. NIR multichannel micro-Raman spectrum of
7-methoxy flavone (256-element Ge multiplexed detector). Laser: 1.064 µm; power at the sample: 30 mW;
integration time: 200 s; resolution: 6 cm- 1•
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g), under non-resonant conditions, and decreases down
to fem to grams (1 o-15 g), when resonance-enhanced
excitation is utilized.
The spatial resolution, as determined by full width
half maximum measurements in an optimized confocal
arrangement, is in good agreement with theoretical predictions, i.e., of the order of the wavelength for radial
distribution and a few wavelengths for axial depth discrimination. The real physical limitation in this respect
is due to the necessity of using pinholes of reasonable
diameter, of the order of the laser beam waist at l/e 2
attenuation, to keep the light flux received by the photodetector at a level compatible with a good signal-to-noise
ratio.
There is no doubt that the most severe limitation is
imposed by the high level of local irradiance produced
by the focused laser beam, which can result in sample
degradation due to thermal and/or photochemical processes. Such sample damage is directly linked to the
absorption of energy at the excitation wavelength, so that
the conditions required for resonance Raman enhancement are most stringent.
In this respect, thermal relaxation processes play a
decisive role. This is the reason why small particles
thermally isolated under vacuum appear especially fragile. On the contrary, the measurement of sensitive substances examined in water immersion benefits from very
efficien·t heat dissipation.
For the same reason, time-resolved Raman experiments, which are possible for a larger amount of sample
using pulsed lasers in the millisecond to nanosecond
regime, are practically impossible for microsamples.
Non-linear effects and even dielectric breakdown, may
cause a total destruction of any kind of sample, even
refractory materials when submitted to a laser pulse of
moderate energy, because the peak power during a short
pulse reaches an enormous value (i.e., 10 kilowatts for
100 microjoules in a ten nanosecond pulse).
If barely tolerable for a defocused beam illuminating
l mm 2 of sample (corresponding to a local irradiance of
l megawatt per square centimeter), such a short pulse
would definitely destroy a microsample when the beam,
focused down to an area of a few square micrometers,
produces a local irradiance approaching terawatts per
square centimeter.
Unfortunately, this renders Raman microprobing at
high spatial resolution quasi-incompatible with time
resolved spectroscopic techniques, which would otherwise offer an elegant means to physically discriminate
Raman scattering from fluorescence or luminescence.
The only possible approach to combine space-resolved
and time-resolved studies lies in the use of picosecondlaser pulses with high repetition rate (MHz range) which
corresponds to a tolerable peak power. However, the

applicability of such techniques seems restricted to
certain applications and does not offer the broad capabilities which are needed for general analytical purposes.
Conclusions
Twenty years after the first experiments demonstrating the possibility of doing Raman spectroscopy of
micrometer-sized samples, Raman microanalysis has
reached a fairly high degree of sophistication. In this
paper, the emphasis bas been placed on new techniques
of Raman microscopy that have recently been proposed
as complementing the conventional Raman microprobe.
The confocal arrangement, used for both Raman microanalysis and Raman imaging, undoubtedly offers interesting improvements and opens new domains of application, including those based on near-infrared excitation.
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Discussion with Reviewer
D.J. Gardiner: My principal concern is that the claim
put forward by the authors that their confocal line illumination technique can achieve a spatial resolution of the
order of 0. 7 µm is not supported by the data presented.
The magnification of the image at the output confocal pinhole is simply the magnification of the objective.
If the simple analysis of spatial resolution implied in the
paper is followed through, then a 0. 7 µm resolution with
a 50x objective would require the use of a 35 µm pinhole! Even a l00x objective would suggest the use of a
70 µm pinhole. The data given in Figure 7 are unconvincing. With the highest spread factor, I can see no
difference in separation between the 0. 7 µm and 1.0 µm
spaced lines. Furthermore, if a resolution of 0. 7 µm has
been achieved, then there should be a flattening in the
troughs of the signals from the 1.5 µm spaced lines.
Because of the nature of the sample (grooves), I would
like to be assured that the background signal was removed from the data before processing and that we are
not simply looking at reflected/scattered laser light. The
pinhole size used and objective should also be stated.
Authors: The intensity profiles given in Figure 7 result
from experimental measurement of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the whole system (optics and multichannel detector) in confocal configuration. The test
pattern consists of a set of periodic grooves engraved in
a monocrystalline silicon wafer. In the observed zone,
the groove spacing varies from 1.5 µm to 0. 7 µm.
Indeed, the lateral resolution depends on the magnification of the objective and the dimension of the pinhole. In the DILOR system, the pinhole is variable
from 1000 µm to 70 µm. The objective used in this particular experiment was lO0x, N.A. = 0.95 so that the
observed pattern at 0. 7 µm is wider than the diffraction
limit.
The modulation depth of the MTF also depends on
the number of detector pixels involved in the measurement.
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This effect is demonstrated by varying the spread
factor as shown in Figure 7.
To answer the last part of the question, we propose
another example in Figure 13. The test pattern consists
of a silicon substrate with 3 sets of holes from 0. 7 to 0. 9
µmin diameter, separated by 0.7 to 0.9 µm, respectively. The microscope objective is a lO0x, N.A. = 0.95,
and pinhole diameter is 100 µm.
Two measurements have been performed. Profile
#1 refers to the silicon line at 520 cm- 1 and reflects the
spatiai distribution of the sample. Profile #3 refers to
the background close to the silicon line and does not exhibit significant spatial modulation. Profile #2 is obtained by subtracting Profile #3 from Profile #1 and
clearly demonstrated that the measurement does not
depend on the reflected or scattered laser line, but really
on the Raman signal. This is a proof of the excellent
stray light rejection of the whole optical system.
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Figure 13. Raman intensity profiles obtained with the
confocal line illumination on a silicon test target with
various hole spacing from 0. 7 to 0.9 µm. Microscope
objective lO0x, N.A. =0 95; confocal aperture: 100 µm.
Profile #1 recorded in the silicon line, Profile #3
recorded in the background. Profile #2 = Profile# 1 Profile #3.
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